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Abstract

This study has the objective to investigate he behavior and factors influencing tourism

demand of Chiang Mai originated tourists. Questionnaire interview was used to collect pertinent data

and information from 200 samples of Chiang Mai originated tourists ulho spent their trips domestically

and 100 samples of those traveled intemationally. Analpis was based on the results of descriptive

statistics including ftequency. percentage and arithmetic mean. as wellas the prioritization.

The findings revealed the majority of those domestic tourists could be described as male,

under 25 yearold, single, with bachelods degree Oducation, self-employed or business company

employee, and eaming over 30,001 baht per month. The three primary factors determining these

tourists choice of domestic tourism destinatons were found to be first their desire to find new and

unusual experience from the sites of attraction, then their concem about safety in their life and

valuable belongangs durin$ their visits. and last the athactiveness of the sites as well as the

hospitality of local people. The majority of samples in this category shared similar behavior in terms

of their desiring to tiake a resUspend vocation as travel objective. organizing the trips themselves.

and traveling with family members and friends. The most popular tourism destination was Bangkok

which was associated with 3.4 days average nlnge of stay and 3,297 baht average expense per

person per day, followed by Cholburiwith 3.8 days straying and 3.067 baht spending per person per

day. and Chiang Rai with 3.7 days staying and 1,180 baht average daily spending per person,

respectively.

Meanwtrile, most of the samples representing Chiang Mai originated Thai tourists who

visited foreign countries could be characterized as female, over 30 year-old. unmarried. with

bacheloCs degree education, self-employed person or student, and having more than 30.001 baht

monthly income. The most important factor for them to travel for pleasure to any foreign country was

their concem abqut safety in life and valuable belongings, followed by their desire to find new and

unusual experience from the sites they would visit, and ihe attracweness of the tourism destinations

as well as the hospitality of local people, respectively. ln most cases, Thai tourists an this category

reported they had the desire to take a resUspend vacaUon as their main travel objective, aranged

the travel progmm themselves, and traveled with family members. Their most popular destination

was Singapore where they stiayed on the aveEge 3.2 dap and spent 7 ,822 bahtper person per day.

The nelt most favorable choice was Japan taking 11.3 daya on the average for their visits with

11,746 baht per day per person spending, followed by China with 5.2 day stay and 4,829 baht daity

spending per person.
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